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About This Game

Cartoony, Funny, Simple, and a Blast to play!

Boom Brothers is a team based multiplayer third person shooter with vehicular combat. Customise your soldier's look and talk
with teammates and enemies through text to speech chat!

Fly fighter and bomber planes, drive tanks and jeeps and fight alongside your friends in Boom Brothers.

 Customise the look of your soldier by painting directly onto them in-game. Show off your new look to all other players.
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 Text to speech chat. Your soldier will say anything you type in chat!

 Different classes, each with special abilities.

 A variety of vehicles, including: Fighter planes, bombers, jeeps, tanks and mounted machine guns.

 Host your own servers directly from the game. Adjust your settings, set a password if you want, and host your server
with a single click. No messing around!

 Fill your server with bots, or practice against them before testing your skills against real players.

 No DLC ever! You buy the game, you get all current and future content.

I have created Boom Brothers by myself, and have made a game that I want to play. I hope that you like it too! I will listen to the
feedback of all Boom Brothers' players, and will continue to improve and add new features to the game.

I plan to add the following features to Boom Brothers:

 Map Editor

 New classes

 New Vehicles

 New Maps

 Hats

 Emotes

Thank you for checking out Boom Brothers!
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Title: Boom Brothers
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Lachlan Woods
Publisher:
Lachlan Woods
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4690S @ 3.20GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Even though it's quite short for its price, I would recommend to buy Shadows Peak, especially when it's on sale.

Pros:

+ Nice atmosphere, quite spooky and not pitch black.
+ Good graphics and quite a few differently designed locations (mountains, caves, forests, beaches, etc.)
+ Several types of enemies.
+ Some great but bearable scares.
+ Innovative concept as an anonymous originator sends you instructions on your smartphone.

Cons:

- Various very entertaining bugs.
- Ridiculous ending.
- The main monsters are not that terrifying.
- Short story, but it's an Indy game, so let's take that aside for the beginning...

Buy Shadows Peak, when you are looking for a nice little horror experience without fearing to die to a heart attack. Have fun!.
Camm is a master.
Clan Wars<3. After several patches the game finally reached a good level of gameplay that combined with a very good level of
customization, makes AO International Tennis an excellent game after years where tennis games were disappeared. Developers
are still working on improvements (as the last one that improved sounds of ball) so I trust that in the next months game can still
improve as there are some areas where is still far from perfect (some animations, variety of game style from player to player,
etc).. Just a demo of a demo of a game, Kappa. Very disappointing game, with a horrible camera and rather stupid AI and
almost no environment to work with.
You also get thrown in different scenarios and can't work with the most of your units (you should at least be able to build some
defences).

The idea behind the game is great tho, but the implemantatio is rather poor.
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Even after a long time, this game still awesome
. its good but its need a chapter 4 and even this game a eye pod same as iphone lol. Love this game. Not too hard to beat the
game, a little challenging to get all the coins and utterly frustrating to get all the speed runs. It's perfect.. It isn't that great. The
best "tie a tyrannosaurus head and a Hot Dog Stand to the Statue of Liberty and tool around LEO until aliens show up to blow
you up" simulator on the market.
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